
YEAR 5 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW AUTUMN 2018

WELCOME TO A BRAND NEW YEAR! 
A new school year and a fresh start. This is the perfect opportunity to get your 
routines for spellings, times tables, homework and reading established too - it 
makes life a lot easier! I look forward to getting to know you as the year 
progresses and working together to help your child enjoy and achieve as much 
as they can in Year 5. 
If you’d like to chat about the up-coming year or anything else, please send me 
a message or pop in for a chat any time.  
P. Shaw 	 	 p.shaw@st-annes.lincs.sch.uk

ENGLISH:

During the Autumn Term, we will be studying a variety of styles of 
both fiction and non-fiction writing in English. We shall be learning 
more about non-chronological reports and figurative writing during 
our Space Race topic, myths during our Groovy G(r)eeks topic and 
biographies during our topic, Poles Apart.  There will also be 
opportunities for the children to read their writing aloud and share it 
with you during our celebration assembly which we hope you will be 
able to attend.

Some lessons will focus more on the grammatical aspect of writing, 
with our attention this term being on changing the position of 
adverbs, parenthesis (commas, dashes & brackets) and identifying 
word classes within a sentence. Some of these terms can be quite 
baffling to those of us who were never taught them at school so if 
you ever have any questions, please come in and ask - it’s 
completely normal!

In addition to the English lessons, the children will also be taught to 
develop their inference and deduction skills through our Guided 
Reading sessions. If you would like a selection of questions to ask 
your child whilst they are reading with you please ask; I have plenty!

Handwriting will be taught discretely in Year 5 with a focus on 
improving our speed and stamina over longer pieces of writing.


MATHS:

This term, whilst consolidating our written calculations for addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division, we shall begin to delve 
deeper into our understanding of decimal numbers. This will initially 
be predominantly in the context of money both in calculations and 
real-world problems. 

There will be numerous opportunities for the children to develop 
their understanding of practical Maths through our investigations in 
Science lessons, in which the children will be taking more of a lead 
in their investigations and considering how to measure accurately 
as well as interpreting what they discover.

As part of each unit the children will take part in a Big Maths 
session, where they will learn to apply the skills taught throughout 
the unit. This will be through a range of practical activities, puzzles 
and challenges.

Furthermore, the children will continue to learn their times-tables 
and division facts and have regular tests to assess their knowledge. 
This is one area of Maths where the importance of regular practise 
at home cannot be overstated and will really help your child’s 
confidence and achievement in class.
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TOPIC: 
Our topics of the Autumn Term will be: The 
Space Race, Groovy G(r)eeks and Poles 
Apart. 


The Space Race 
In this Unit we will be looking beyond the 
Earth and considering where and how our 
planet fits into the solar system. We will 
also investigate the Sun, explore the 
phases of the Moon and look closely at the 
seasons. As part of the Art aspect of this 
topic, we shall be looking at the work of 
Vincent Van Gogh, particularly his Starry 
Night painting, and attempting to recreate 
small sections of his work.


Groovy G(r)eeks 
In our second unit, children will study 
aspects of the Ancient Greek civilisation 
and reflect on how our civilisations are 
connected through sport, art, philosophy, 
architecture and theatre.  The children will 
also have a chance to explore areas of 
personal interest, create games, design 
and make pots and write their own myths. 
In Geography, the children will have a 
mystery suitcase activity for visiting the 
Aegean islands and The Hebrides to 
compare the similarities and differences 
between two groups of islands.


Poles Apart 
This unit has an emphasis on Science, 
particularly examining forces; looking at 
friction, gravity and drag through a range of 
investigations. The children will experiment 
with levers and gears to see how a small 
force can be turned into a large force.

Within their geography lessons, pupils will 
have the opportunity to explore the use of 
key vocabulary relating to the identification 
of areas of the world and understanding of 
time zones. This work will allow them to 
understand the enormity of the scale of 
Amelia Earhart’s achievements.


SCIENCE: 
In our Science this term we 
will be looking at the 
Earth and our solar 
system along with 
Forces. Although this will 
mainly be taught as part of 
our topic work, there will 
also be discrete science lessons focusing 
on investigation skills. Through these units 
children begin to answer questions such 
as: How does day turn into night and night 
into day? Why does the moon sometimes 
look different? Why and how do shadows 
change? What is air resistance? How do 
different shapes travel through the air? And 
how can we use gears to lift a heavy 
object?


RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: 
R.E. this year will be taught by Mrs 
Robbens. During the first term we will be 
examining the question What do people 
believe about God? We will particularly be 
focussing on answering this question from 
both a Christian and Islamic point of view. 

In the second term, our question will be Is 
the Christmas Story True? where we will 
compare different accounts of the 
Christmas story from different books of the 
Bible.


PSHE:

In this term we will be looking at our Health 
& Well-being. We will be discussing health 
in terms of our minds as well as our bodies 
and looking at how we can improve and 
look after each of these. We will be 
investing time in developing a Growth 
Mindset and looking at how it can enrich 
our outlook on life.


MUSIC: 
Our Music shall be taught through our 
Topic work and shall cover skills such as 

understanding how different 
instruments make sounds, how music 

can be adapted to suit a certain mood 
and telling a story through dance and 
music. We shall also be experimenting 
with creating our own notation to record 

our compositions. Alongside our Topic 
work, the children will also be involved in 
regular singing practices, learning a wide 
range of songs to add to their repertoire. 


COMPUTING: 
In Computing this term the children will be 
investing time in building their computer 
literacy. This means we will be developing 
our understanding of how computers work 
and our word-processing skills. We shall 
also be starting to learn how to touch-type 
to enable us to use the computers to 
present information effectively.

Children will also use a range of 
Computing in other subjects including 
producing blogs, tweeting, using the 
internet to research different topics and 
creating multimedia projects.


PE: 
The children will cover a range of PE 
options beginning with Tennis and 
Badminton in the first half-term and Dance 
in the second half-term. The children will 
also take part in a rolling programme of 
activities for their second PE session to 
include hockey, rugby, football and Hi-5s.

The children will need a full PE kit for all of 
these activities comprising of a white 

t-shirt, navy shorts and trainers (with a 
non-marking sole). 

As well as this it is advisable to have a 
tracksuit available as the weather becomes 
colder, as activities will still take place 
outdoors.

Please be aware that the children need a 
drawstring bag in which to store their PE 
kits.

Additional Information 
Please ensure that you make time to listen to 

your child read their reading book and 
practise their times tables and spellings for 

at least 20 minutes per night. This is 
invaluable and allows the children to 

consolidate what they’re learning in class. 
Whilst it may be difficult, making this a daily 
routine will prevent those Sunday evening 
homework stresses and teaches your child 

the importance of self-discipline. 

Getting this established from Day One will 
make everyone’s life easier and you will be 
astounded by the progress you’ll see your 

child make.


Diary Dates 
• Jeans for Genes Day (21st September)

• Y5 trip to Gravity Fields (26th September)

• Celeb. Assembly (28th Sept & 16th Nov)

• Harvest Festival (2nd October)

• Parents’ Evenings (16th & 17th October)

• Individual & family photos (2nd November)

• Open Afternoon (7th November)

• Christmas Performances (11th December)

• KS2 Pantomime Visit (14th December)

• Christingle Service (19th December)

• Last Day of Term (21st December at 1:15)


Anything Else? 
Your child will be happiest at school when 

they receive the same messages from home 
and school. If there is anything you are 

unsure about or feel you’d like to discuss, 
please make an appointment to have a chat. 
As parents, you are critical to how well your 

children perform at school; the essential 
ingredients are to communicate the value of 
education and promote a growth mindset in 

your child. We will be working on this 
throughout the year so please talk to your 

child about it or, even better, come in and be 
part of one of our lessons on it! 


